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Discover the new era of insights as Best In Hood acquires ACT Canada. Dive into a world where local business reviews meet secure payment expertise. Join us on this exciting journey!
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We are excited to announce that Best In Hood has acquired ACT Canada (actcda.com), a former stakeholder association renowned for its expertise in secure payments. This acquisition is a testament to our commitment to expanding our horizons and offering our audience a broader spectrum of insights and services.
Why ACT Canada?
ACT Canada has been a beacon of knowledge in the secure payments sector, helping its members navigate the complex landscape of commerce trends. Their consultative approach, combined with representation from all ecosystem stakeholders, made them a trusted source of information and expertise. Their mission to help members leverage opportunities, confront challenges, and advance in a rapidly changing marketplace aligns seamlessly with Best In Hood’s ethos of spotlighting the best in every domain.
What This Means for You
	Expanded Insights: With the integration of ACT Canada’s seasoned market experts, you can expect a richer tapestry of insights on Best In Hood. From understanding today’s issues with historical context to accessing unique information on market forces, the depth of content will be unparalleled.
	Enhanced Networking Opportunities: Best In Hood will now offer an even more extensive platform for networking. Whether you’re looking to connect with long-term players or meet new market entrants, our platform will be the place to be.
	Greater Visibility: For businesses and professionals, this acquisition means more visibility opportunities. Boost your brand profile, position your company for enhanced exposure, and work alongside key influencers in the industry.
	A Unified Vision: By bringing together the strengths of both Best In Hood and ACT Canada, we aim to create a platform that not only informs but also empowers. Our goal is to be the ultimate guide, whether you’re exploring local businesses or diving deep into the world of secure payments.

A Word of Gratitude
We want to extend our heartfelt gratitude to the loyal members and followers of ACT Canada. Your trust and support have been the backbone of ACT Canada’s success. As we move forward, we assure you that the legacy of ACT Canada will be preserved and its vision will be amplified on Best In Hood.
Join Us on This New Journey
We invite you to explore Best In Hood and discover the enhanced offerings, insights, and opportunities that await. Together, let’s write the next chapter of success.
Delve into the heart of local communities across Canada and the US. From the bustling streets of Toronto to the vibrant neighborhoods of New York, we’ve got you covered. Explore authentic reviews and uncover the best businesses that each city has to offer.
Popular Cities in Canada:
	Toronto
	Vancouver
	Montreal
	Calgary

Popular Cities in the US:
	New York
	Los Angeles
	Chicago
	Miami











Best in Hood is your trusted guide to local businesses, covering everything from corner cafes to tech startups. We dive deep, reviewing and spotlighting the top spots in every neighborhood. Our expert insights ensure you’re always in the know, no matter what you’re searching for.
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Connect with us
	YouTube
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